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The issue of state action/horizontal effect
in comparative constitutional law

Mark Tushnet*

This article examines the horizontal effect of constitutional norms (or the “state
action” problem) in several constitutional systems. It argues that the difficulty of the
issue varies depending on two features of such systems, their structures and their
ideological commitments. Systems with generalized and centralized constitutional
courts will find the issue of horizontal effect easier than systems with specialized
constitutional courts, and particularly systems with strongly federal arrangements.
Systems with greater commitments to social democratic norms will find the issue
easier than systems with weaker social democratic commitments. The article also
examines ways of resolving the state action problem, either through substantive con-
stitutional doctrine or through weak forms of judicial review as illustrated by the
Grootboom decision of South Africa’s Constitutional Court.

Liberal constitutions identify human rights that ought not be violated. But by
whom? An important strand in liberalism focuses on creating political struc-
tures that simultaneously empower and limit governments. Put crudely, this
strand leads constitutionalists to pay primary attention to the threats to
human rights that government poses. Another strand takes the human rights
themselves as a focus. It notes that corporations and nongovernmental actors
can threaten human rights, too. Governments and corporations can discrimin-
ate on the basis of race; governments and corporations can fire employees for
speech with which the employer disagrees. The two strands come together
when one observes that the people or corporations exercising “private” power
are actually exercising power conferred on them by laws creating and regulat-
ing market behavior. Thus, government is always somehow implicated in 
private decisions.

What, though, are the constitutional implications of that observation? That
is, is the way in which the government is implicated in decisions by private
employers to discriminate and the like sufficient to place some duties on either
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government or the private actors? This is the issue of state action in United
States constitutional law, more commonly known elsewhere as the issue of the
horizontal effect of constitutional provisions. The state action issue is one of
the most vexed in U.S. constitutional jurisprudence, with the most common
observation describing the state action doctrine as “a conceptual disaster
area.”1 Other constitutional systems have struggled with the issue as well. Its
difficulty is signaled by the South African (final) Constitution’s quite awkward
formulation, according to which a provision in the Bill of Rights “binds a nat-
ural or juristic person, if, and to the extent that, it is applicable, taking into
account the nature of the right and any duty imposed by the right.”2

This essay examines the doctrine of horizontal effect in several constitu-
tional systems, with the aim of explaining why the issue is genuinely difficult
in some systems, easier in others. The essay begins with some snapshots of the
leading cases in those systems. The remainder of the essay offers a tentative
explanation not for the content of the doctrine in different systems or for par-
ticular outcomes in specific cases but for the ease or difficulty different systems
have in resolving the question of horizontal effect. My concern, that is, lies at
the level of constitutional systems, rather than constitutional doctrine. Part 2
identifies some fairly obvious structural bases for variation in difficulty, in 
particular whether the system’s constitutional court is specialized or not and
whether the system is one in which the constitutional court has the power
conclusively to determine ordinary law.3 Part 3 suggests, more speculatively,
that the difficulty a system has with the horizontal effect question varies with
the degree to which the system has supplemented classical liberal norms with
social democratic ones. Part 4 describes some doctrinal solutions to the prob-
lem of horizontal effect, indicating how the availability of those solutions may
vary, again, depending on the degree to which a nation is committed to social
democratic norms. Part 5 argues that there is a conceptual connection
between a nation’s constitutional commitment to social welfare rights and the
relative ease of the issue of state action/horizontal effect.

1. Some illustrative cases

The leading cases on state action or horizontal effect are well known, and 
I simply sketch them here, sometimes indicating in somewhat more detail 
why the questions were difficult as a matter of the nation’s domestic constitu-
tional law.

80 M. Tushnet

1 Charles L. Black, Jr., Foreword: “State Action,” Equal Protection, and California’s Proposition 14, 81
HARV. L. REV. 69, 95 (1967). The situation has not improved since Black wrote.

2 Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, Act 108 of 1996, § 8(2).

3 Such systems will typically be federal nations of a particular sort, and I will sometimes use the
shorthand term “federal” nations to refer to this structural feature.
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United States—Shelley v. Kraemer.4 The Fourteenth Amendment provides, “No
State shall . . . deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of
the laws.”5 African Americans purchased homes that were subject to covenants
that restricted their sale to whites only. Other property owners in the neighbor-
hood sued in state court for specific enforcement of the restrictive covenants. The
state court enjoined the African American homebuyers from occupying the prop-
erty. The U.S. Supreme Court reversed. The action of the state court was “action
of the State within the meaning of the Fourteenth Amendment,” and an injunc-
tion enforcing a racially restrictive covenant violated the equal protection clause.

Shelley v. Kraemer is extremely controversial in U.S. constitutional law. Yet,
the state action holding seems trivial. Of course, one might think, the action of
a judge acting as such—that is, in a judge’s capacity as law maker or law inter-
preter—is action by a state actor. Judges no less than police officers must com-
ply with the Constitution. What makes Shelley controversial is the holding that
an injunction enforcing a restrictive covenant violated the Constitution.
Shelley seems to impose nondiscrimination obligations on private parties, giv-
ing standard horizontal effect to the equal protection clause. Under Shelley,
could a police officer comply with a homeowner’s request that trespassers the
homeowner disliked for racial reasons be expelled from the property even if the
homeowner would not have made the same request about a white trespasser?
Could a judge convict the trespassers of violating the general laws against tres-
pass without violating the equal protection clause? But standard U.S. constitu-
tional doctrine is that constitutional provisions do not have horizontal effect.
In Shelley, all the judge did, it might be said, was enforce the terms of a con-
tract between two private parties. As long as the judge applied a general rule of
enforcing all contractual provisions (and not a rule that directed the judge to
enforce only provisions that were cast in racial terms), standard doctrine
would hold that the judge did not violate the Constitution.6

Canada—Dolphin Delivery.7 A union whose members were striking at one
employer threatened to picket another employer that was providing services to the
first. A trial court enjoined this secondary picketing, applying the prevailing com-
mon law rule treating secondary picketing as the tort of inducing breach of con-
tract. The union challenged the injunction as a violation of the Canadian Charter
of Rights and Freedoms’8 guarantees of freedom of expression and association.

The issue of state action/horizontal effect 81

4 Shelley v. Kraemer, 334 U.S. 1 (1948).

5 U.S. Constitution, Amend. XIV.

6 For a more extended analysis, see Mark Tushnet, Shelley v. Kraemer and Theories of Equality, 33
N. Y. L. SCH. L. REV. 383 (1988).

7 Retail, Wholesale & Department Store Union, Local 580 v. Dolphin Delivery Ltd., [1986] 2 S.C.R.
573 (Supreme Court of Canada).

8 Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, Part I of the Constitution Act, 1982, enacted as
Schedule B to the Canada Act 1982 (U.K.), 1982, c. 11 [hereinafter Canadian Charter].
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The Supreme Court of Canada held that “the Charter does not apply to private
litigation.” As was immediately apparent, that was an overstatement: a litigant
subjected to liability to another private litigant by a statute that violated the
Charter could clearly assert the invalidity as a defense. Rather, Justice
McIntyre’s point was that courts invoking common law rules were not subject
to the Charter.9 Rejecting the union’s reliance on the Charter’s “supremacy”
clause, which says that “any law that is inconsistent with the provisions of the
Constitution is, to the extent of the inconsistency, of no force or effect,”10 Justice
McIntyre referred to a Charter provision stating, “This Charter applies (a) to the
Parliament and government of Canada . . . ”11 The natural reading of that pro-
vision, according to Justice McIntyre, was that it identified the legislature and
the executive government but omitted courts. The general language of the
supremacy clause, with its reference to “any law,” could not overcome this
reading. But, Justice McIntyre continued, the courts “ought to apply and
develop the principles of the common law in a manner consistent with the fun-
damental values enshrined in the Charter.” In this manner, the Charter would
have what has come to be known as an indirect horizontal effect.

South Africa—Du Plessis v. De Klerk.12 An owner of a private airline sued a
newspaper for defamation in connection with a series of news stories asserting
that the plaintiff had run guns to participants in the Angolan civil war. The
newspaper said that the Interim South African Constitution’s13 protection of
freedom of expression insulated it from liability. A majority of the South African
Constitutional Court held that the constitutional provision did not apply to ordin-
ary litigation under the common law. The majority relied on provisions similar
to those in the Canadian Charter, one of which stated, “This Chapter shall bind
all legislative and executive organs of the state at all levels of government.”14

Another provision seemed to suggest that the Constitution, properly read,
endorsed indirect horizontal effect: “In the interpretation of any law and the
application and development of common law and customary law, a court shall
have due regard to the spirit, purport and objects of this Chapter.”15

82 M. Tushnet

9 Justice McIntyre agreed that the Charter did apply to the common law, but apparently only in
connection with common law rules that empowered the executive and legislative branches.

10 Canadian Charter, supra note 8, § 52(1).

11 Id. § 32(1)(a).

12 Du Plessis v. De Klerk, 1996 (3) S.A. 850, (5) B.C.L.R. 658 (CC). For a comprehensive analysis,
see Stuart Woolman, Application, in MATTHEW CHASKALSON ET AL., CONSTITUTIONAL LAW OF SOUTH

AFRICA 10-1–10-53 (revision service 5) (Juta 1999).

13 Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, Act 200 of 1993 (Interim Constitution).

14 Id. § 7(1).

15 Id. § 35(3). For the political background of these provisions, see RICHARD SPITZ, WITH MATTHEW

CHASKALSON, THE POLITICS OF TRANSITION: A HIDDEN HISTORY OF SOUTH AFRICA’S NEGOTIATED SETTLEMENT

269–82 (Hart Publishing 2000). It may be worth noting that Spitz notes the influence of U.S. 
constitutional thought on the drafting of these provisions of the interim Constitution.
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The Constitutional Court’s decision was controversial. I believe that the 
fundamental reason was that private actors in South Africa, given power in 
the market by the common law’s rules, could exercise that power to perpetuate
the social conditions arising out of apartheid.16 As Justice Kriegler put it in 
dissent, on the majority’s view, “[a]s far as the [constitution] is concerned a
landlord is free to refuse to let a flat to someone because of race, gender or what-
ever; a white bigot may refuse to sell property to a person of colour.” Racial dis-
crimination through the exercise of ordinary rights of property and contract in
particular would not be reached directly by the Constitution, although of
course legislation could address such discrimination. The final Constitution
addressed the problem with its peculiar provision quoted earlier.17

Germany—The Lüth Case.18 A public official who was also a civic activist
organized a boycott of a film made by a director who had, under the Nazi regime,
made a notorious antiSemitic film. The director obtained an injunction barring
the official from attempting to persuade theaters not to show the new film. The
civil court relied on a provision in the civil code stating that a person who inten-
tionally causes damage to another “in a manner offensive to good morals” must
compensate the victim. The defendant objected in the Constitutional Court that
the injunction violated his constitutional right to free speech. The Constitutional
Court held that the civil courts had failed adequately to take constitutional val-
ues into account when they issued the injunction. The Constitutional Court
agreed that the “primary purpose of basic rights is to safeguard the liberties of
the individual against interferences by public authorities.”19 But, it continued,
the Basic Law established “an objective order of values” that “must be looked
upon as a fundamental constitutional decision affecting all spheres of law.”
Private law such as that invoked by the plaintiff should therefore be interpreted
in the “spirit” of the Basic Law. As with the Canadian Charter, then, the Basic
Law has an indirect horizontal effect. But, the Constitutional Court continued,
its function was not to review every decision by the ordinary courts to determine
whether the decision conformed to the Basic Law. Rather, it must “make sure
that the [judge below] has correctly understood the constitutional principle
[involved] in the area of law under review.”

The Lüth decision has been called “groundbreaking.”20 Some controversy
attends its precise scope, with some commentators making the point, common
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16See id. at 276–77 (describing the role played in the drafting process by “the problem of privatised
apartheid in the absence of clear horizontal application”); DENNIS DAVIS, DEMOCRACY AND

DELIBERATION 107 (Juta 1999) (suggesting that “the role of private power in the creation of
apartheid South Africa informed certain of the judges in the Du Plessis case.”).

17 See supra note 2.

18 Lüth, 7 BVerfGe 198 (1958).

19 I quote the translation in DONALD P. KOMMERS, THE CONSTITUTIONAL JURISPRUDENCE OF THE FEDERAL

REPUBLIC OF GERMANY 363 (Duke Univ. Press 2d ed. 1997), adding my own emphases.

20 DAVID P. CURRIE, THE CONSTITUTION OF THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY 181 (Univ. of Chicago Press
1994).
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in U.S. discussions of Shelley v. Kraemer, that applying all the constitutional
norms that bind public actors to private actors, through the construction of
private law totally responsive to constitutional norms, “would put an end 
to private autonomy.”21 But, as David Currie observes, the development of a
theory of public duty to protect the interests identified in the Basic Law’s
human rights provisions “seems to have pushed the more radical theory that
private parties are directly bound into oblivion.”22

The Czech Republic.23 A tenant suffered from a severe illness and spent
eighteen months at a hospital in another city. Her landlord treated her long-
term absence as an abandonment of the apartment and began eviction pro-
ceedings. The ordinary courts, finding that she could have received treatment
in her home city, agreed that she had inadequate justification for leaving the
apartment vacant and had therefore abandoned it. The Constitutional Court
held that the ordinary courts’ decision violated the constitution’s protection of
the right to free movement within the country. The ordinary courts could
determine whether a tenant had adequate reason for a long-term absence, but,
in this case, the Constitutional Court said, the tenant’s reasons were sufficient:
she was elderly and wanted to obtain treatment where her son lived. This deci-
sion should be compared with Shelley. There the legal rule the state courts
applied—”enforce all restrictive covenants”—was not one that sensibly could
be said to violate the equal protection clause. In the Czech case, in contrast, the
ordinary courts applied a rule—”treat long-term absences without sufficient
justification as abandonments”—that could be taken to violate a right of free
movement, because it authorized the courts to assess the reasons a person had
for moving around the country (that is, for being absent from the apartment
for a long time). Analyzing the Czech case as a matter of substantive consti-
tutional law is much more straightforward than analyzing the substantive
constitutional rule invoked in Shelley v. Kraemer.

With these cases in hand, we can examine why the question of state
action/horizontal effect has proven to be difficult for some constitutional 
systems, easier for others.

2. Structures and their effects on the 
question’s difficulty

Certain constitutional structures reduce the difficulty of the state action/
horizontal effect issue, while others increase the difficulty. The dimensions that

84 M. Tushnet

21 Id. at 186 (citing sources).

22 Id. at 184 n. 36. It is not clear to me why a theory of state duty is less radical than a theory that
individuals are directly bound. I believe, as I argue below, infra text accompanying notes 39–40,
that the theories are precisely equivalent.

23 Case CZE-2000-2-0120, Venice Commission, Council of Europe, 2002(2) Bulletin of
Constitutional Case-Law 240.
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matter are (1) whether the constitutional court is specialized to constitutional
law or has general responsibility for supervising the development of law,
including statutory interpretation and nonstatutory law, and (2) whether the
constitutional court operates in a system where subnational units, including
subnational courts, have substantial authority to develop law independent of
national control.

Consider first the easiest case, a generalist constitutional court in a nonfederal
system.24 The issue of horizontal effect will be something of a nonissue for
such a court. It could find that the constitution has direct horizontal effect and
then structure constitutional doctrine to take account of whatever is distinct-
ive about the particular relations between the private parties before it.
Alternatively, however, it could develop the nonconstitutional law for which it
has responsibility—the common law, or interpretation of statutes—to be
responsive to constitutional concerns.25 Gabriela Shalev suggests, for example,
that a common law court faced with a claim that a seller discriminated against
a buyer on the basis of race could use “the mechanisms of offer and accept-
ance, and irrevocable offers, . . . to prevent discriminatory outcomes.”26 The
distance between direct and indirect horizontal effect, that is, is small.

There is some space between the concepts, however, even in this setting.
Statutory language—in a civil law system, the language of the Code, in a
common law system, the language of any statutes that displace or supplement
the common law—may simply be too clear to be “interpreted” in a way that
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24 Or, more precisely, a system in which the nation’s highest court has the power to develop the law
generally, even if some subnational units have law-making responsibility. That is, the system I am
describing is one in which the nation’s highest court has the power authoritatively to interpret
statutes enacted by subnational legislatures. Among the world’s systems with constitutional
courts, Canada comes closest to fitting this model, even though Canada is a federal nation.

25 For a case study of this sort of development, see DAVIS, supra note 16, at 119–25 (describing the
development of the common law of defamation in the face of adverse precedents after the adop-
tion of South Africa’s Constitution). Cf. Brian Slattery, The Charter’s Relevance to Private Litigation:
Does Dolphin Deliver? 32 MCGILL L. J. 905, 921 (1987) (arguing that, “to develop the common law
in a manner consistent with the Charter values,” courts should “ask whether a given common law
rule is inconsistent with the value represented by a Charter right, and, if so, whether the limit
posed by the rule is a reasonable one. That is, a court should follow the normal methodology
employed in applying the Charter . . . ”). For a discussion in the Australian context, see Adrienne
Stone, Freedom of Political Communication, the Constitution and the Common Law 26 FED. L. REV. 219
(1998). Justice Aharon Barak argues that a high court in a system with this structure can use
what he calls “valve concepts” in private law, such as good faith and public policy, as the vehicle
for importing constitutional values into private. I take my description of Justice Barak’s position
from Gabriela Shalev, Constitutionalization of Contract Law, in TOWARDS A NEW EUROPEAN IUS

COMMUNE: ESSAYS ON EUROPEAN, ITALIAN AND ISRAELI LAW IN OCCASION OF 50 YEARS OF THE E.U. AND OF THE

STATE OF ISRAEL 206–07 (Antonio Gambaro & Alfredo M. Rabello eds., Harry and Michael Sacher
Institute for Legislative Research and Comparative Law, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem
1999).

26 Shalev, supra note 25, at 233.
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would be fully responsive to the constitutional concerns a court would invoke
were it to apply the constitution directly to the parties’ interaction. And the
step from existing common law rules to a new common law rule fully respons-
ive to constitutional concerns may be larger than the incremental steps a com-
mon law court could fairly take.27 For example, Shalev says that a price tag on
a product can be treated as an irrevocable offer to sell at the quoted price.28

That solution would not be readily available in a case involving a sale of a
house or a car in a private market, however, and extending the notion of irrev-
ocable offers from sales at stores to sales in private markets might seem too
large a step for a common law court to take. The state action issue, then, will
play some role in constitutional law in unitary systems with generalist consti-
tutional courts, though a much smaller one than it plays in others.

The next variant is the specialist constitutional court in a unitary system, of
which Germany can provide a model. Here, again, indirect horizontal effect
can accomplish much of what a robust state action doctrine can. But the way
in which the constitutional court achieves indirect horizontal effect is itself
indirect and therefore subject to some additional limitations. As the Lüth
case indicates, the constitutional court can direct the ordinary courts to take
constitutional concerns into account as they develop the law.

The constitutional court’s power to supervise the development of ordinary
law, however, will almost inevitably be limited. It would be unusual for the
ordinary courts to have precisely the same vision of the constitution’s mean-
ing as would the constitutional court. This implies that the law developed by
the ordinary courts will differ from the law the constitutional court would
develop if it could. At least in theory, the constitutional court could review
every decision by ordinary courts to see whether the law applied in those
courts was consistent with the constitutional court’s view of the constitution.

86 M. Tushnet

27 See Murray Hunt, The “Horizontal Effect” of the Human Rights Act: Moving Beyond the Public-
Private Distinction, in UNDERSTANDING HUMAN RIGHTS PRINCIPLES 161, 178 (Jeffrey Jowell & Jonathan
Cooper eds., Hart Publishing 2001) (a court “must not create entirely new causes of action where
nothing analogous previously existed.”); Jeremy Sarkin, The Common Law in South Africa: Pro-
Apartheid or Pro-Democracy? 23 HASTINGS INT’L & COMP. L. REV. 1, 21 (1999) (noting a “reluctance
to drastically transform the common law” by the Constitutional Court). But see Hunt, supra, at
172, quoting Lord Cooke: “courts will have the responsibility of adjusting the common law as far
as may be necessary to give effect to such of them as are capable of application” (emphasis added).
The limitation I describe is particularly likely to occur in the immediate aftermath of a constitu-
tional transition such as South Africa’s, where pre-transition law may not have taken into account
in any serious way the principles stated in the new constitution. See DAVIS, supra note 16, at 115
(“The common law is presumed to be immanent and judges find it rather than develop it. But is
there immanence after a legal revolution?”). For an argument that I take to suggest the contrary,
that is, that pre-transition law in South Africa did contain important elements of natural justice,
see DAVID DYZENHAUS, HARD CASES IN WICKED LEGAL SYSTEMS: SOUTH AFRICAN LAW IN THE PERSPECTIVE OF

LEGAL PHILOSOPHY (Oxford Univ. Press 1991).

28 Shalev, supra note 25, at 233.
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That, however, would convert the constitutional court from a specialized court
into a nearly generalist one with responsibility for determining in the first
instance whether nonconstitutional law implicated constitutional norms and,
if so, what content nonconstitutional law should have. Apart from this theo-
retical concern, constitutional courts probably lack the administrative capac-
ity to supervise the ordinary courts closely. The likely result, as Lüth indicates,
is that the constitutional court will direct ordinary courts to take constitu-
tional concerns into account and then review their decisions to determine not
whether the ordinary courts developed the law precisely as the constitutional
court would but whether the ordinary courts took a reasonable view of the 
relevant constitutional considerations.29 Again, in systems with this struc-
ture, the state action issue will exist but will probably play a relatively small
role as long as ordinary courts do what the constitutional court deems to be an
acceptable job in developing law responsive to constitutional concerns.

The issue, however, will be prominent in systems where the constitutional
court has no authority to develop or supervise the development of ordinary
law. Typically, this will occur in federal systems of a particular type, where sub-
national units have final authority for developing the nonconstitutional law
applicable within their jurisdictions.30 Suppose, for example, the subnational
jurisdiction follows the employment-at-will rule according to which 
an employer may discharge an employee for any reason whatever. A
“Conservative” employer fires an assemblyline worker for being a member of
the “Social Democratic” political party. The subnational courts uphold the 
firing as consistent with the employment-at-will rule. The nation’s constitutional
court may believe that firing employees for political reasons is inconsistent
with constitutional protections of free expression. Indeed, it may already have
held that public employers, directly subject to the constitution, may not fire
low-level employees for political reasons.31 But, given the system’s structure,
the national constitutional court cannot readily force the subnational juris-
diction to abandon the employment-at-will doctrine. As we will see, it is possi-
ble to develop substantive constitutional doctrine in a way that would require
the subnational jurisdiction to find the discharge unlawful.32 Alternatively,
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29 U.S. nonconstitutional law takes a similar approach in the context of habeas corpus, where the
national courts are to defer to decisions by state courts on issues of constitutional criminal proce-
dure if the state courts’ decisions are objectively reasonable. See Williams v. Taylor, 529 U.S. 362
(2000).

30 This describes the U.S., and perhaps no other federal systems. Nevertheless, the conceptual point
about the relation between structure and the importance of the state action issue remains accu-
rate. The problem may arise as well out of other structures. It might occur, for example, in some
systems with specialized constitutional courts, where the specialized constitutional court lacks
jurisdiction to review the decisions by some ordinary courts.

31 Cf Elrod v. Burns, 427 U.S. 347 (1976).

32 For additional discussion, see infra text accompanying notes 49–59.
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however, the national court can hold the constitution directly applicable to the
employer’s actions, thereby giving the constitution direct horizontal effect.

The state action issue will be most pressing, that is, in systems that 
(1) regularly present a constitutional court with cases in which a private actor’s
behavior seems inconsistent with constitutional norms and (2) require the con-
stitutional court to accept as authoritative the application of ordinary law by
other courts. The former criterion is, of course, independent of the constitution’s
structure; the latter indicates why the state action issue is difficult in the U.S.,
whose generalist court must take subnational law as it finds it, and why the issue
is less difficult in Germany, whose specialist court may nonetheless affect the
way ordinary courts apply the law. In systems satisfying the two criteria, holding
that the constitution has direct horizontal effect may seem the easiest method of
ensuring that private actors’ behaviors conform to constitutional norms.

The structural issues I have identified help us understand why the state
action issue has been so controversial and difficult in the U.S., and why other
nations find it sufficient to give the constitution indirect horizontal effect.
There is, however, more to be said, because there appear to be variations in the
difficulty of the state action/horizontal effect issue even among systems with
similar structures.

3. Social democracy and the issue of horizontal effect

I suggest that another reason for the variation in the issue’s difficulty is the 
different degree of commitment to social democratic norms among national
political systems. I can be only suggestive here, because I have no handy meas-
ure of the degree of social democratic commitment, only impressions. I take it
to be uncontroversial that the U.S. has the weakest such commitment among
advanced Western economies. But, even the United States has some elements of
social democracy in the welfare state institutions created in the New Deal and
Great Society eras, institutions that remain important despite the transforma-
tion of public policy in the United States since 1980 and, even more, since
1994.33 Louis Michael Seidman and I have argued that the state action issue
became important in the U.S. precisely at the point when the national govern-
ment became committed, however weakly, to social democratic norms.34 In
response to the threat that the political theory of social democracy posed to
norms of liberal autonomy, we argued, the Supreme Court began to grapple
with the state action doctrine, in an effort to devise rules that would insulate
private decision making from assessment according to constitutional norms.

88 M. Tushnet

33 The dates are those of Ronald Reagan’s election and the takeover of Congress by the Republican
party.

34 LOUIS MICHAEL SEIDMAN & MARK TUSHNET, REMNANTS OF BELIEF: CONTEMPORARY CONSTITUTIONAL ISSUES

63–68 (Oxford Univ. Press 1996).
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Social democratic institutions are stronger in Canada, and the question of
horizontal direct effect accordingly less pressing. The German Basic Law
explicitly incorporates the Sozialstaat principle in describing the German 
federal republic as “a democratic and social federal state” and requiring that
“the constitutional order of the Länder shall conform to the principle of the . . .
social state under the Rule of Law.”35 The South African Constitution is even
more clearly committed to social welfare principles.36 The economic circum-
stances of South Africa, and in particular the nation’s need to assure interna-
tional investors that the nation is worth their attention, place more severe
constraints on the implementation of social democratic policies than exist in
Germany and Canada. Thus, the South African constitutional commitment to
social democracy must be ambivalent—too much social democracy and
investors will flee.37 In South Africa, courts can enforce the constitution’s
social democratic commitments, but only weakly, as the later discussion of the
Grootboom case shows.38

At the core of the ideal of liberal autonomy is the proposition that private
actors operate in a domain where their reasons for acting are free from public
scrutiny.39 Risking everything on the chance that the opportunity will prove
profitable, an investor can pursue an opportunity that public officials regard as
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35 Articles 20(1) and 28(1) of the Basic Law of Germany. Keith Ewing observes that German 
constitutional law does not recognize strong social welfare rights. Keith D. Ewing, Social Rights and
Constitutional Law, 1999 PUB. L. 104, 117. Yet, the German social welfare state, created by legisla-
tion rather than constitutional adjudication, is clearly more substantial than that in the U.S.,
which is all I need rely on here.

36 The South African Bill of Rights contains an extensive enumeration of constitutionally guar-
anteed social welfare rights. See Constitution of South Africa, supra note 2, at §§ 22–27. As Dennis
Davis puts it, these provisions “flow from a social democratic vision of the state—that the state
should provide basic facilities and services to ensure equality of its citizenry in order to participate
properly in the democratic process that the Constitution structures and protects.” DAVIS, supra note
16, 111.

37 The secondary literature on horizontal effect seems to me to focus on the nations I discuss in this
essay. My argument would be strengthened if, in fact, constitutional courts in nations with strong
social democratic commitments, such as those in Scandinavia, had not found the state action issue
a difficult one. The Italian Constitutional Court has given horizontal effect to that county’s consti-
tutional guarantee of “wages . . . sufficient to provide [an employed person] and his family with a
free and dignified existence.” TIZIANO TREU, LABOUR LAW AND INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS IN ITALY 81
(Kluwer Law Int. 1998). I do not know what the law of horizontal effect is in other nations, 
however, and therefore do not rely on the fact that the secondary literature does not discuss those
nations to support my argument.

38 See infra text accompanying notes 62–74.

39 For an expression of this view, see Allan Domes, The Courts, the Common Law, and the
Constitutional Imperative: Beyond Dolphin Delivery, 27 ALBERTA L. REV. 430, 433 (1989) 
(“the express . . . permissions embodied in common law and legislative rules carve out a chunk of
what would otherwise be plenary freedom.”).
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entirely foolish. Liberal autonomy consists in decision making pursuant to an
individual’s own criteria of the right and the good, not the public’s. In 
contrast, when constitutional courts find state action or give constitutional
provisions direct horizontal effect, they require private actors to conform to
constitutional—that is, public—norms.

We can see the connection between this implication of the idea of state
action and social democracy in two ways. Social democracy is the political 
theory of the active state. First, then, consider decisions by a private employer
to fire someone for political activity outside the workplace or to discriminate on
the basis of race in hiring or promotion. How can the active state respond to
these decisions? The active state might enact laws abolishing the employment-
at-will doctrine and find that political firings lack the just cause required to
terminate employment. It might enact antidiscrimination statutes. Suppose no
such statutes exist. The constitutional court of an active state could hold that
the constitution’s protection of political expression and its guarantees of
equality require the political branches to make and enforce just-cause and
antidiscrimination statutes. That is, the constitutional court could impose a
duty on the political branches to take active steps to protect constitutional
interests.40 Alternatively, and more directly, the constitutional court could find
that the political expression and equality provisions have direct horizontal
effect.41 In this way, state action doctrine and direct horizontal effect are
expressions of the active state.

Second, if liberty supplemented by equality is the guiding political norm of
the liberal state, solidarity or fraternity is the guiding political norm of the
social democratic state. Solidarity means that each member of the society 
has a duty to take the interests of others into account. The constitution identi-
fies the most important interests people have, and horizontal direct effect
requires each private actor to take those interests into account in its private
actions.

Horizontal direct effect itself can be understood in two ways, each of which
captures aspects of the theory of the social democratic state. The political theory
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40 Cf X and Y v. The Netherlands, (1986) 8 E.H.R.R. 235, ¶ 23 (holding that a state’s failure to pros-
ecute a sexual assault by a private person violates the victim’s right of privacy and stating that the
Convention may require “the adoption of measures designed to secure respect for private life even
in the sphere of the relations of individuals between themselves.”); Godinez Cruz v. Honduras,
Inter-Amer. C.H.R. (Ser. C), No. 5 (1989) (holding, in the context of a “disappearance” for which
there was no direct evidence of government involvement, that a state can be responsible for acts
pursuant to a practice “because of the lack of due diligence to prevent the violation or to respond
to it”).

41 On the level of administrative detail, a judicially constructed just-cause doctrine or antidiscrim-
ination norm might differ from the statutory scheme the legislature of the active state might cre-
ate. Coordinating a doctrine of horizontal direct effect with enacted statutes dealing with roughly
the same subject should not prove difficult.
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of the liberal state sees the powerful state—the public organized into political
society—as a real, and as perhaps the only real, threat to liberty.42 Social
democracy was in part a response to concern about the effective social power
exercised by market actors through their control of valuable social resources
such as property and opportunities for employment.43 Social democrats
believe that the power to deprive someone of the opportunity to earn a living
sometimes poses as great a threat to liberty as does the power to throw some-
one in prison.44 That is, social democrats believe that liberty can be threatened
at least as much by the deployment of private social power as by the deploy-
ment of public power.45 The core example for social democrats is the power of
private actors to control employment opportunities and to systematically 
discriminate against racial minorities or to aggressively use the employment-
at-will doctrine to create a docile workforce.46
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42 For a concise summary of the presuppositions of this point of view, see Frank Michelman,
W(h)ither the Constitution?, 21 CARDOZO L. REV. 1063, 1077 (2000):

a perception that the state’s monopoly of lawful force . . . make[s] it . . . a power-source to be
feared; (2) a perception that incumbent state officials are exposed to a constant temptation
to direct their special powers toward establishing and maintaining their own dominance
over the country; (3) a perception that subjecting persons and firms at large to Bill of
Rights obligations in their dealings with others can seriously burden both the efficien[cy]
of their operations and the liberties of individuals . . . ; (4) a perception that persons in soci-
ety generally have available to them a sufficient range of “exit” choices—choices among
possible transactional partners—to prevent any single one from dominating any single
other; (5) a belief that general . . . background law . . . must, and does, tend in general to
protect persons against gross abuses of power by other persons; and (6) a belief that . . .
background law also tends toward the maintenance, in general, of the deconcentrated,
competitive social structure presupposed by point (4) above.

Michelman notes that “considerations (4) through (6) are crude generalizations.” Id.

43 In the South African context, see DENNIS DAVIS ET AL., FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS IN THE CONSTITUTION:
COMMENTARY AND CASES 31 (Juta 1997) (“it was not the state but the exercise of private power that
posed the greatest threat to the exercise of fundamental rights.”). Spitz shows how antisocial dem-
ocratic impulses affected the drafting of the interim South African Constitution. SPITZ, WITH

CHASKALSON, supra note 15, at 276–77.

44 For explications of this point, see Robert L. Hale, Coercion and Distribution in a Supposedly 
Non-Coercive State, 38 POL. SCI. Q. 470 (1923); Robert L. Hale, Bargaining, Duress, and Economic
Liberty, 43 COLUM. L. REV. 603 (1943).

45 The German conceptualization of libel law as requiring an accommodation of the publisher’s
interest in free expression with the target’s interest in the free development of personality captures
the threat that private power poses in a setting where the U.S. Supreme Court had no difficulty in
finding state action. See New York Times Co. v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254 (1964).

46 Of course, the force of these claims will depend in part on the extent to which a particular 
private actor, or a group of private actors acting together, can actually deprive a person of employ-
ment or reduce the person’s employment opportunities to below some acceptable level. Social
democrats believe that this sort of effective monopoly over employment opportunities is more 
common than classical liberals believe it to be.
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The alternative understanding of horizontal direct effect treats it as the appli-
cation of social welfare rights in a market context. Consider a constitution that
guarantees a right to employment or a right to housing. The government can
comply with those guarantees by developing systems of public employment47 or
public housing, whether those systems involve public subsidies for private
employment or housing or the direct provision of employment or housing.
There is, however, another way to provide these social welfare rights—by 
giving the constitutional provisions direct horizontal effect. In this way, the
private institutions in a social democratic state absorb some of the social 
welfare obligations created by the constitution: For example, the active state
can substitute restrictions on employers’ power to discharge workers for parts
of a system of unemployment compensation.

I emphasize again that I am interested in variation in the degree of difficulty
of the state action question in general, and not in whether a nation’s constitu-
tional court finds a particular question to be an easy or difficult state action
question. So, for example, the U.S. Supreme Court had little difficulty in finding
unconstitutional some aspects of the common law of libel,48 while the
German Constitutional Court was unwilling to give the Basic Law’s protection
of free expression direct horizontal effect in the conceptually parallel Lüth case.
I have suggested reasons why constitutional courts in nations more committed
to social democratic norms will find the question of direct horizontal effect 
easier in general than will constitutional courts in nations with weaker 
commitment to such norms. How might these different commitments play
themselves out in the doctrinal formulations of the state action question?

4. Solving the problem of state action/horizontal effect

Doctrinal solutions to the problem of state action respond to the way a consti-
tutional system formulates the state action question. For example, if horizon-
tality is understood as a response to the threat to liberty posed by concentrated
private power, the solution is to require that all private actors conform to the
norms applicable to governmental actors.49 If the government may not dis-
criminate on the basis of race in employment decisions, neither may private
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47 For a rare suggestion in U.S. constitutional law to this effect, see Board of Regents of State
Colleges v. Roth, 408 U.S. 564, 588 (1972) (Marshall, J., dissenting) (suggesting that “every 
citizen who applies for a government job is entitled to it unless the government can establish some
reason for denying the employment.”).

48 New York Times Co. v. Sullivan, supra note 45.

49 In this essay I do not discuss the much mooted question of which actors are properly regarded
as state actors within a system that does not give the constitution direct horizontal effect. In the
U.S., the leading case is Lebron v. National Railroad Passenger Corp., 513 U.S. 374 (1995). For 
discussion of the issue in other systems, see Woolman, supra note 12, at 10-35–10-39.
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employers; if the government may not discipline employees for nonwork-
related political speech, neither may private employers.

More interesting is a slight but important variant on this solution. South
Africa’s final Constitution’s awkward formulation50 suggests the alternative in
directing that we “take account” of the nature of the right in determining
whether a constitutional norm binds a private person. The idea is that the
same constitutional norms bind everyone, public and private, but that some
additional norms weigh against the full-scale application of the basic norm to
private actors. U.S. constitutionalists regularly pose a fanciful hypothetical to
demonstrate why horizontal direct effect is incompatible with basic liberal pre-
suppositions: It cannot be, they say, that a white racist could be held liable for
failing to invite a black neighbor to a holiday party held in the racist’s living
room.51 One could, however, reach exactly the same result in a system that did
give direct horizontal effect to constitutional norms, by noting that in this 
situation another constitutional norm—here, a right to intimate association—
must be balanced against the antidiscrimination norm. But, constitutional
provisions can be given direct—and full—horizontal effect where no such
counternorms exists.52

The weaker a system’s commitment to social democratic norms, the more
expansive can be the counternorms that weigh against full direct horizontal
effect. In particular, the weight given to private interests in autonomous 
decision making in the market can vary substantially. A nation that is only
modestly committed to social democratic norms is in a position to treat the
right of intimate association as a special case of a more general right of
autonomous decision making. An employer has that more general right, of
course, and weak social democratic systems will be comfortable in finding that
the employer’s interest in autonomy outweighs an employee’s interest in the
application of constitutional norms.

Jackson v. Metropolitan Edison Co. illustrates how the balancing might occur in
a weak social democratic nation.53 The case involved a decision by a regulated
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50 See supra text accompanying note 2.

51 I confess to more ambivalence about the assertedly obvious position on this question than most
scholars appear to have but accept their position as the one that best captures U.S. constitutional
doctrine.

52 I believe that this proposition lies behind Justice William O. Douglas’s characterization of Shelley
v. Kraemer, the restrictive covenant case, as one involving what amounted to a zoning decision.
Reitman v. Mulkey, 387 U.S. 369, 384–85 (1967) (Douglas, J., concurring). See also Bell v.
Maryland, 378 U.S. 226, 329 (1964) (Black, J., dissenting) (asserting that restrictive covenants
“constituted a restraint on alienation of property, sometimes in perpetuity, which, if valid, was in
reality the equivalent of and had the effect of state and municipal zoning laws, accomplishing the
same kind of racial discrimination as if the State had passed a statute instead of leaving this objec-
tive to be accomplished by a system of private contracts, enforced by the State.”).

53 419 U.S. 345 (1974).
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state utility to terminate service to customers who, it asserted, had not paid
their bills. The customers argued that the utility, subject to close state regula-
tion, had to provide them with constitutionally appropriate procedures before
terminating their service. The U.S. Supreme Court disagreed, holding that the
utility was not a state actor subject to the Constitution.54 Justice Thurgood
Marshall, dissenting, observed that “the majority’s analysis would seemingly
apply as well to a company that refused to extend service to Negroes,” a con-
clusion he thought absurd.55 A standard response to Justice Marshall’s obser-
vation is that the nondiscrimination interest might be strong enough to
outweigh the utility’s autonomy interest, whereas the interest in procedural
fairness is not strong enough to do so.56

A third solution to the state action problem is to deny that the constitution
has direct constitutional effect at all but to hold that the constitution does apply
to the legal rules applied by the courts in disputes between private parties. 
As some commentators put this point, the constitution regulates the legal rela-
tions among private actors but not the actions taken by them.57 Consider
again the Lüth case, or any similar libel action. We can say that the Basic Law’s
protection of free expression (balanced against its protection of the free devel-
opment of personality) bars the ordinary courts from entering an injunction
against Lüth’s advocacy of a boycott without implying that, were the balance
to be struck differently, Lüth himself would be subject to restraints imposed by
the Basic Law: The courts, not private actors, are regulated by the Basic Law.

This solution, however, depends on precisely what a constitution requires in
the way of legal rules regulating relations between private actors. Ambiguity
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54 Note that the state action issue in Jackson can be reformulated in terms of the state’s duties: Did
the state regulatory body have a duty to include either a ban on racial discrimination or a require-
ment of due process procedures in its regulatory scheme? Cf. Vriend v. Alberta, [1998] 1 S.C.R.
493 (holding exclusion of gays and lesbians from a province’s antidiscrimination statute a viola-
tion of the Canadian Charter’s equality guarantees and remedying the violation by including gays
and lesbians in the statute).

55 Jackson, supra note 53, at 374 (Marshall, J., dissenting).

56 See, e.g., Robert J. Glennon & John E. Nowak, A Functional Analysis of the Fourteenth Amendment
“State Action” Requirement, 1976 SUP. CT. REV. 221. For suggestions that a similar analysis is suit-
able for the South African final Constitution, see Stephen Ellmann, A Constitutional Confluence:
American “State Action” Law and the Application of South Africa’s Socio-economic Rights Guarantees to
Private Actors, in THE POST-APARTHEID CONSTITUTIONS: PERSPECTIVES ON SOUTH AFRICA’S BASIC LAW 444,
462–64 (Penelope Andrews & Stephen Ellmann eds., Ohio Univ. Press 2001) (developing the idea
from the phrase “the nature of the right and the nature of any duty imposed by the right”); DAVIS,
supra note 16, at 110 (“in some instances the duty imposed by a right would be particularly oner-
ous to a private person.”); Michelman, supra note 42, at 1978 (suggesting that a similar result can
be obtained by using the “limitations” clause allowing limits on rights that are “reasonable and
justifiable in an open and democratic society based on human dignity, equality, and freedom,”
Constitution of South Africa, supra note 2, § 36(1)).

57 DAVIS ET AL., supra note 43, at 31.
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about that requirement is what makes Shelley v. Kraemer a controversial case in
U.S. constitutional law. There the state courts appeared to be enforcing a gen-
eral rule that restrictive covenants of any sort were valid so long as they did not
restrict the alienability of property too severely. That rule, however, would not
seem to violate the Constitution, at least as it came to be understood.
According to the developed law of equal protection, rules that merely have a
disparate racial impact, as the rule about enforcing restrictive covenants may
have, are not unconstitutional unless they have been adopted precisely in
order to achieve the racially disparate impact.58 Notably, the Supreme Court
has defended its approach to disparate impact for reasons going to the nation’s
weak social democratic commitments, its suspicion of the active state: “A rule
that a statute designed to serve neutral ends is nevertheless invalid . . . if in
practice it benefits or burdens one race more than another would . . . raise seri-
ous questions about, and perhaps invalidate, a whole range of tax, welfare,
public service, regulatory, and licensing statutes that may be more burden-
some to the poor and to the average black than to the more affluent white . . . ”59

5. Social democracy, state action/horizontal effect and
the separation of powers

Careful definitions of substantive constitutional rights, particularly social 
welfare rights, may reduce some of the concerns about giving constitutions
direct horizontal effect. Separation of powers concerns, however, might
remain. Here I argue that separation of powers concerns will arise whenever a
court’s common law (or equivalent) rulings are responsive to constitutional
concerns through indirect horizontal effect,60 and not merely when private
actors are held directly to the constitution’s requirements.61 I use the South
African Constitutional Court’s decision in Government of the Republic of South
Africa v. Grootboom62 to illustrate the argument that separation of powers
problems are not distinctive to the issue of horizontal effect. Rather, they arise
in connection with constitutionally guaranteed social welfare rights—
precisely those rights that characterize the social democratic nations that, 
I believe, find the state action/horizontal effect issue less difficult.
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58 Washington v. Davis, 426 U.S. 229 (1976). I believe that even in 1948, when Shelley was
decided, it would have been unusual to hold that mere disparate impact was sufficient to invalidate
state legislation.

59 Id. at 248.

60 That is, if a constitutional system adopts the third solution to the problem of horizontal effect
described in Part 4.

61 That is, when a constitutional system adopts the first or second solution described in Part 4.

62 2001 (1) S.A. 46, 2000 (11) B.C.L.R. 1169 (CC).
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Stephen Ellmann has identified one important facet of the separation of
powers problem. Ellmann asks us to consider an entrepreneur who sees an
investment opportunity in building housing for people with low incomes, in a
nation whose constitution gives its citizens a right to adequate housing.63

Suppose a homebuyer sues the builder for shoddy construction, asserting that
the home’s low quality meant that the building was not truly “housing” as
guaranteed by the constitution. “If every builder of low-income housing were
deemed subject to constitutional duties, would the courts have to spell out a
code of minimally adequate housing, as part of ruling that a builder of less
than minimally adequate housing was in breach of constitutional duties?”64

The reference to the housing code here is crucial. Undoubtedly a legislature
could develop a housing code and provide for public or private enforcement.
But, Ellmann’s question suggests, courts are not the appropriate institution to
do so. Yet, the example suggests as well that legislative-like action inevitably
flows from imposing constitutional duties on private actors.

I believe, in contrast, that the separation of powers problems Ellmann iden-
tifies do not distinguish constitutionally guaranteed social welfare rights from
what we usually regard as ordinary property or contract rights. Consider a
classic example from consumer fraud litigation: a buyer purchases something
that, from the outside, looks like an automobile and pays an amount appro-
priate for a used car of the type it seems to be. It turns out, however, that the
item has no engine. The buyer sues for consumer fraud. A court will have to
determine whether the item actually was a “car” or something else. Suppose
the item has an engine, but the engine gives out after the purchaser drives two
blocks. Is the item a “car” or not? More generally, ordinary consumer fraud
cases require courts to develop something resembling a code to specify exactly
what characteristics the consumer is entitled to assume the item has.65 And,
even more generally, U.S. experience with aggregative litigation such as mass
torts and consumer fraud cases shows how courts in ordinary common law
and statutory cases develop code-like regulations of particular defendants and
even industries.

Scholars of property law have made a similar point in identifying interests
that shape the property rights people have.66 As Joseph William Singer puts it,
“Because property regimes adjudicate conflicts between separate property
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63 Ellmann, supra note 56, at 454. Earlier, id. at 450, Ellmann discusses whether such an entrepre-
neur might be regarded as a state actor because he was “act[ing] under legislation that is directly
concerned with overcoming . . . [a] chronic housing shortage,” including ordinary licensing rules
and legislation that provides subsidies and other investment incentives.

64 Id. at 454. As noted above, supra note 56, Ellmann’s answer is to develop a balancing test.

65 Even worse, the characteristics might vary depending on the item’s price: a “car” sold at an
extraordinarily low price might have quite a bare-bones set of characteristics, while one sold at a
higher price would have to have more.

66 See, e.g., Joseph William Singer, The Reliance Interest in Property, 40 STAN. L. REV. 611 (1988).
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rights, and between property rights and personal rights, private property itself
is a form of regulation.”67 Judges in ordinary litigation decide whether a 
person’s use of her property creates a nuisance or whether another person is
entitled to an easement. When they find a nuisance or an easement, the judges
necessarily find that some public interest prevails over the owner’s interest in
disposing of the property as she wishes. The judges are, that is, creating a prop-
erty and building code that deals with nuisances and authorizing easements.
Now consider a private plaintiff who seeks to establish an “easement” over the
new housing constructed by a developer—that is, who seeks to obtain 
adequate housing through private litigation. Judges who reject the suit, as they
almost certainly will, are implementing a regulatory regime no different 
conceptually from a regulatory regime that requires developers to dedicate a
portion of their property to public uses. The separation of powers objection to
direct horizontal effect is conceptually just as powerful when deployed against
indirect horizontal effect or, indeed, against the ordinary decision making of
common law judges.

The Grootboom case seems likely to become a leading example of the judicial
enforcement of social welfare rights. The facts in Grootboom were dramatic. As
Justice Yacoob put it, a “group of people . . . lived in appalling conditions, [and]
decided to move out and illegally occupied someone else’s land. They were
evicted and left homeless.”68 The government had designated the land they
took over for subsidized low-cost housing. South Africa’s Constitutional Court
held that the country’s constitutional guarantee of “access to adequate hous-
ing,” and its imposition on the state of a duty to “take reasonable legislative
and other measures, within its available resources, to achieve the progressive
realization of this right,”69 imposed a “minimum core obligation” to adopt a
reasonable legislative program aimed at securing housing for all.70 In parti-
cular, the Constitutional Court evaluated the government’s existing housing
programs, using a standard of reasonableness, and held that the programs
were not a reasonable method of implementing the constitutional guarantee
because they did not have “a component catering for those in desperate
need.”71

What is important for present purposes is that the government could 
provide this component in a variety of ways. It could develop a program of
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67 JOSEPH WILLIAM SINGER, ENTITLEMENT: THE PARADOXES OF PROPERTY 8 (Yale Univ. Press 2000).

68 Grootboom, supra note 62, ¶ 3.

69 Constitution of South Africa, supra note 2, §§ 26(1) & (2).

70 Grootboom, supra note 62, ¶ 30.

71 Id. ¶ 63. This element could involve providing temporary shelter pending the completion of
more adequate permanent housing. In addition, the Court said, “[t]he absence of this component
may have been acceptable if the nationwide housing progamme would result in affordable hous-
ing for most people within a reasonably short time.” Id. at ¶ 65.
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constructing housing for the desperately needy itself, or it could subsidize the
construction of such housing by private entrepreneurs. It could provide those
in need with vouchers or other forms of “social assistance.”72 The taxes ne-
cessary for any of these programs could be imposed on taxpayers generally, or
they could be imposed on some sector of the economy. Specifically, the taxes to
support a housing program could be imposed on the private housing sector.73

Now consider an alternative financing method, the exaction: builders of
private homes must contribute some fraction of the purchase price every time
they obtain permits to construct private homes. These financial exactions are
conceptually no different from physical easements on the builders’ property.74

The final step in the argument is to note, once again, that courts in their
capacities as lawmakers or lawinterpreters impose easements all the time.
Consider, then, a suit by Mrs. Grootboom against the South African housing
industry, in which she argues on behalf of the class of those in desperate need
that the ordinary courts should give the relevant constitutional guarantees
horizontal effect by imposing a financial easement of the sort I have described.
If the actual Grootboom case raises no special separation of powers concerns,
neither would this hypothetical one.

To summarize: no serious conceptual distinction exists between giving con-
stitutional guarantees direct horizontal effect and giving them indirect hori-
zontal effect. Nations that are comfortable with providing social welfare rights
in their constitutions—that is, social democratic nations—are therefore
unlikely to find the problem of state action/horizontal effect a difficult one.

6. Conclusion

The state action issue vexes U.S. constitutionalists, and those most influenced
by them, because the U.S. constitutional system combines the two elements
most likely to make the state action issue difficult: a constitutional structure
that makes it hard to reduce the tension between national constitutional guar-
antees and ordinary law in the states, and a weak social democratic tradition.
The issue appears to be less problematic in other constitutional systems with
different structures and different traditions. I have tried to identify why this is
so and, in particular, why there might be a close connection among social
democratic traditions, the existence of constitutionally guaranteed social 
welfare rights, and the relative ease of the question of horizontal effect.
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72 Id. ¶ 36.

73 I emphasize that I am making a conceptual point here, not one about the practical politics of
taxation.

74 Physical easements reduce the economic benefit a builder can obtain from the property; so do
these “financial” easements.
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